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ABSTRACT 
After incurrence of  Dynastic Sassanid, Ardashir Babakan (son of Babak) from Sassanid 

nephewsestablished the Pars fire temple in Estakr, so totally law discipline of Iran   was turned 

and a new  system incurred in which seen the union of  theological and material government 

(royal and spiritual position) ,concentration  of government on country center , limitation on 

other religious factions  and severe autarchy. Magnanimity and chivalric of Arian tribe gradually 
eliminated in this period of Iran. It is characterized by sharp bias on religious and formal beliefs. 

But not only this law system  incurred  in the government of Sassanid Dynastic(about420 years) 

but also it incurred  after Arabs  domination  on Iran   and changing  government ,until  latter 
countries ,after emerging  independent  royal dynastic  of Iran,  even until the early attacks of 

mogul .Golden lines and  governmental  constitution were the very rules established s by 

Sassanid. Government had not a better example and pattern for their own subjected lands, so that 
we should consider to the history of Iran ' law  in Sassanid  period. Because we can see 

obviously the sign of law discipline in Iran until one thousand years later. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Although the  emerge of   Zoroaster was written in 1725B.C and  we should mention law rules related to  

Zoroaster 's honesty in previous periods –even before mede. Although spread effect of doctrine 's Zoroaster on 

previous  periods –even before mede –mede-achaemenian -soloki and Parthia, it was Sassanid period when 

doctrine and rules law of Zoroaster emerged and it was Zoroaster ' religion practiced in  a  formal  religion  and 

government  albeit by changing it by  mogul in achaemenian and Parthia periods. Thus, it is necessary to study 

Zoroaster 's law  in Sassanid period. Because although most of Zoroaster 's books  were written in Sassanid 

period ,current version belongs to early Islamic period and immediately after Sassanid. on other hand, original 

book of Avesta, Zoroaster's holy book despoiled on Alexander 's attack. Most of the scientific contents translate 

into Greece such as ontology, astrology and governmental method and was used by Greek philosopher. The 

origin of Avesta was written on cow skin and by golden water. It was preserved in a royal treasure house  called  

Napasht castle, well-known as Zoroaster's Ka'abe. And there it was burnt and was missed. But current Avesta  is 

one -third of original Avesta. which is provided in Sassanid period .thus most of Sassanid period's law   were 

based on Zoroaster t's religion, specially personal issues. we utilized those books in this history. 

 

Law strategy: 

 The law foundation of Avesta and Zand (Avasta'sinterpretation) and wellbeing consensus meant a set of 

magus's indults.. Magus were in the highest position in litigation. There were many alternatives to prevent   

taking the time for judgment in Sassanid's law system including  predicted opportunities to  provide and to  

attend witnesses. In some cases, parties could complain from the head of judges .If judge couldn’t assure 

someone is guilty or innocent, it would be tested .The test was in two categories: hot and cold. Hot test was 

passage of punishments and cold test was drinking water polluted to sulfur combinations. And also it was 

heterodoxy punishments, treason, escape of fight, banditry and death. The punishment of robbery, 

irrespectibility, oppress on others was execution and a hard body punishment. 

 

1. Adminstrartive law in Sassanid period: 

 The first geography   and administrative unit  was kingdom territory in   which whole country except for 

prince's  territory  who were kings'  boys and nephews  such as Armenia's king ,India and Sistan  and Turestan 

(oman)  king's, saka's king, gilan's king, religion's king, koshan'king, khawarazm 's king. second unit is a land 
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described  as a city. It means  each state was subordinated by governor general, satrap which all of the governors 

were subordinated  king. 

 In these states, the most important persons of organization, statistician, governor, an officer of estate center 

were aristocrat .In each state, spiritual issues were done by magus including judgment. They were head in 

capital and they were the representative of poor people. There was  an advisor position or a consultant  in central 

court and royal state ,(ancient Iran, joseph and joshopher, p233 and 320). Aeen bod were some one who care of 

the gifts which kings accepted them and were responsible for traditions  an ceremonies. Bid Kash means second 

king and  prince Whom someone called them chancellor. Argbod means  organ or army castle commander. 

Hezarbod or Hezarvont  means the head of guards and protectors, chief of unit, head of palace's guards and 

Darbod means the head of gatekeepers and……. etc..(history and culture of civilization –Daryaee  toorej.p:108). 

The king had several seals: first for privacy letters, second for Divan's letters, third for criminal rules, fourth for 

appointments ,degrees and awards,  fifth for other administrative  levy in army issues, Bareed or express post 

and  mints ,weights and values of  governmental purities. They readloudly bills of money they received  and 

king seal the received documents.(Iran civilization history. nafisisaeed…p:21) 

 

Civilized law: 

 A large family or a full blood group: There was a larger  community such as relatives and  full blood groups 

rather than family. The full blood group called navel, ova and gem .The larger family included  a few  

paternalism family whose all children came from shared father. Descent  of three generations or more than three  

reached to the living  heads of the  family. It linked the members of full blood to religious tradition and shared 

celebration rather than the relativeness of shared worship for  ancestor's spirit. which was the founder of group 

in the past. Unquoted properties ,traps  and economical tools belonged to shared family in a large family whose 

brothers were not separated and lived in the same place. It had only theorical and supposed stock of shared 

properties called equal document. This family had shared head., it included mature nephews and on another 

hand it included small kids and women .Mature and male members of family had a shared right for unquoted 

group such as shared land watermill workshop, preparing land for planting. (18-Iran history from research 

center, Cambridge. vol2). 

 

3. Criminal law: 

 Iranian people, especially in Sassanid period were afraid of law. Law was difficult toward disloyal people 

and slackers. It was one of the most difficult laws: all of the members of a family were killed (10, Amin 

Maeselon according to Sassanid civilization history, saeed Nafisi, second edition,2000,p51). That time, crime 

was classified into three: 1-heresy, 2-revolt, murdering and slackers which were a crime against king3-lesbian 

first and second crime were executed. In khosrow and Anowshirvan periods these crimes were modified: a 

person who did heresy  was imprisoned and if repented after one year, he or she would release. Rioters and 

slackers were killed and lesbians were punished or amputated. The punishment of thieves who  lifted objects 

were  imprisonment and hanging them on   their necks .These were enchained .The rings of chains were suited 

to the degree of their crimes. Blinding  was a punishment for princese specially in safid period .It called 

meilkeshidan(desire).It means they   broiled a wide nail and passed through guilty's pupil or may be hot oil in 

their eyes .This punishment just run toward revolted princes.(11.saeed nafisi,p51). Another punishment was 

beheading by sword or crucifying religious guilty and also stoning was a common punishment. (12- Saeed 

Nafisi,, 2000,p 51&52).someone who joined to  Christianity is an examplefor stoning. For example in second 

Yazgerd  period two nuns were crucified and stoned .(13-criminal discipline of ancient Iran,Mohammad Baqer 

Karami,p101).Another  famous punishment of Sassanid period was nine deaths.It was in the way that deathman 

cut fingers and toes  and then right wrist and foot  and then right knee and foot ,then ears ,nose and finally 

head.(14-,2000,p104&103). 

 

4. Judiciary law in Sassanid period: 

 It can say that judicature   handled by clergymen. There was a judge   in city who addressed orders. He truly 

handled all judges.(1-Iran civilization  history, Mohebi javad.1336,p200&201).Each army had a clergyman as a 

judge .And state judges addressed taxes and complaints. If someone complained from king, He would dethrone 

and referred to clergyman. If complaint was incurred, complainant would be satisfied if not, he was punished (2-

old Iran or a summary of Iran history, Pirnia, 1309, p206-208). If a layman complained from   king's family or 

relative's without giving  reason, they should give him or her whole right. There was an army trail in Sassanid 

period , for example Kosrow Parviz's trail,  in which heads rioted against him and imprisoned him and throne  

his son..(3-criminal history in Europe, Rene Martineg, 1382, p206-209).As we mentioned above we should 

name other judicial officers such as Hendzabarbod, Andarzbod or  free consultant..when judge treat with a 

difficult problem which didn’t know the order  advisor helped him, used  it  to order .Another juridical officers  

were guards (parmandan)or pursuant. They arrest someone who didn’t attend in the court .Moreover ,they were 

guards to regulate hearing in the court .(4-an introduction of criminal discipline of ancient Iran ,Mohamad Baqer 
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Karai,1380,p81-82).There were two courts, 1-legal court 2-common law court3-the judge of legal court were 

clergy men. And the judges of common court were not clergymen but the were educated in judiciary and called 

dadvar. The judge of army was dadvar.(5- Mohamad Baqer Karamip84-85). In Sassanid period an especial law 

set up for freeboard, legacy division, donor and debt contracts and bailing of adopted properties, and law issue. 

 

Conclusion: 

 In this period, fundamental value was nice words, nice thought ,nice deed. From presented discussion we 

found that royalty and religion were dual in Sassanid period.  And Each one 'sdepended on another's .The 

foundation of government in this religious period was legal. It can say that judiciary handled by clergymen. A 

judge or clergyman address civilized and army trails. And the king addressed whole judgements and rules. He 

placed on the head of county's rules. In this period  rules were so strong that could trail  king's family .If 

someone complained them ,or ingrate them the head of clergymen would hear them. In this period, a numerous 

law set up for freeboard, legacy division, donor  and debt contracts ,bailing of adopted properties and many  law 

issues. Execution was a punishment for political crime such as barratry. And body hurt, imprisonment, lash, 

chain, singe were some punishments for public crimes. 
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